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Motivation

Approach

Fine-grained activity recognition will propel next
generation assistive technologies

Factorize video into spatial & temporal components

Relationships between objects

 A spatial network captures objects, locations, and relationships
 A temporal network captures relationships change with time

Predict action segments (not frames)

Relationships between
sequential actions




Introduce constrained segmental inference algorithm
Ensure temporal consistency & prevent over-segmentation

Goal: Predict a sequence of actions within video
1) Improved Dense Trajectories (IDT) + Bag of Words do not work well on FGAR
2) Spatial & Spatiotemporal CNNs have been proposed, but
IDT (or CNN+IDT) is typically superior [Sun ICCV15, Heilbron CVPR15,
Simonyan ICLR15, Jain CVPR15, Tran ICCV15, Karpathy CVPR14, …]

Context

3) Current action localization results are poor, implying that these models
capture scene information but not the essence of what defines an action
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Situated environments: We assume the camera is static so we can
capture geometric relationships among objects
Fine-grained actions: differentiate between similar actions such as
cutting, mixing, and pouring.

Spatiotemporal CNN

Constrained Segmental Inference
Issue: RNNs, CRFs, HMMs, etc. predict actions per-frame
Solution: Jointly compute start/end/class per-segment Pj=(tj,ej,cj)

Input: RGB + Motion History Image (MHI) for each frame
Output: Probability of each action occurring at each frame

Sum of CNN activations

Spatial component (VGG-like)
 Apply sequence of spatial units (3x3 conv, ReLU, max pool)
 One intermediate layer of latent fully connected states
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Pairwise term
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Maximize score E(S,P) such that there are no more than K segments
Compute scores per-segment (vs. per-frame in Segmental Viterbi)

Note: pre-trained CNNs were found insufficient for situated tasks

Objective

ht zt

Recursion

Temporal component
 Apply 1D convolutions over activations (h={h1,…,ht}) to
capture how the scene changes over time

Notation

Transition
score

Spatiotemporal
score

  score for class c @ time t
  
 sequence of time-series
   score for kth segment with class c @ time t
 transition cost for going from class c’ to c

Complexity
 K-segments (ours): O(KTC 2)
 Segmental Viterbi: O(DTC 2)
K = max # segments, D = max duration

h
Implementation details: categorical cross-entropy loss.
Trained using SGD+ADAM using Keras/TensorFlow.
3 spatial units with 32, 64, 128 filters each. 64 temporal units.

Per segment
Per time-step
Per class

Speedup (Typically K << D)
 50 Salads: 35x-1900x
 JIGSAWS: 50x speedup
*There is a technical error in the ECCV paper. See arXiv for updated equations.

Results & Visualization

Additional applications of this work

50 Salads

Surgical Phase Recognition: from Instrumented ORs to Hospitals
Around the World @ MICCAI M2CAI workshop

JIGSAWS
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Spatial Visualization

Temporal Visualization
High dimensional spatial activations are hard to
interpret, so we trained our model on lowdimensional accelerometer data on 50 Salads.
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Learned convolutional filters
Top: Max activation at each pixel
Bottom: Filter that gives max activation

See our follow up ECCV workshop paper
Temporal Convolutional Networks
@Brave New Ideas for Motion Representations
 Generalizes our temporal convolutions
 Unifies our unary and temporal models
 New results on GTEA, 50 Salads, & JIGSAWS

